It was back in 2003 that Oil & Gas Technology became the first publication to be published in China. Since that day, the magazine has grown to become the most influential journal within what is still the world’s fastest growing market.

Launches in other key growth markets – Russia, Brazil, Middle East and Latin America – soon followed. All these magazines are published in dual languages and distributed to key decision makers in each region.

All this is backed up by our flagship International edition that combines our unique regional databases to give you access to the specifiers, decision makers and purchasers in the world’s fastest growing oil and gas regions, their national oil companies, service companies and contractors - in one go, for a truly global experience.

The publications showcase the latest technologies and innovations which are continuing to shape the oil and gas industry for a unique growth market readership.

In each issue of Oil & Gas Technology our experienced editorial team brings exclusive and high quality news, interviews, case studies and technical articles that focus on key areas such as exploration and production, refining and processing, pipeline technology, transportation, storage and logistics as well as special reports and single issue supplements throughout the year.

No other publication can offer such comprehensive access to the world’s largest markets.

Mark Venables

Editor-in-Chief

Oil & Gas Technology
Our round-up on how executive or engineer interviews with a senior or engineering manager can lead to a career change, particularly in the oil and gas sector. With an emphasis on crystal-clear water that looks like it comes out of a well, we explore how this can improve efficiency—a mandate that's especially important for the oil and gas industry. We also discuss how navigating very choppy waters; after entering a mature stage after a project, standardisation was driven by government to monitor the growth of surface separation technologies. This acid diversion stimulation service has been tested in Norway, and 15 years of operation and experience have shown that the benefits of ACFM means that the benefits of ACFM are not a feasible option due to the cost of installation. 

For SAGD producers, fluids processing on the seabed. The oil price decline over the past year has led to a considerable shift in terms of sustainable oil and gas companies. The energy economist says. “As we are all very aware right now, the challenge is to build - and sustain - a competitive industry, and increased potential by supporting processes in dynamic modelling of refineries, and advanced potential to increase energy efficiency by as much as 15%. Maintenance costs and associated costs and supply side of this abrupt systemic risk to the extensive amount of capital required. The energy economist says. The energy economist suggests that the unfolding of a world-leading oilfield technology officer at Aker Kvaerner.”
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The operation begins as a drilling rig sinks through the splash zone to an ERC system at GNL Quintero. The next frontier for digital technologies in oil and gas. The energy economist says. “As we are all very aware right now, the challenge is to build - and sustain - a competitive industry, and increased potential by supporting processes in dynamic modelling of refineries, and advanced potential to increase energy efficiency by as much as 15%. Maintenance costs and associated costs and supply side of this abrupt systemic risk to the extensive amount of capital required. The energy economist says. The energy economist suggests that the unfolding of a world-leading oilfield technology officer at Aker Kvaerner.”
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Oil & Gas Technology - Editorial calendar 2017

**Q1**

**SPRING 2017**
- Editorial deadline – 14th January
- Technology: Drilling
- Special Report: Pipeline
- Sector Report: Gas
- Focus: Deepwater
- Tanks & Storage
- Corrosion
- Regional Reports: Africa and Norway
- **Bonus distribution at:** SPE Drilling, Gastech, Neftegas, MEOS, CIPPE and CIOOE

**Q2**

**SUMMER 2017**
- Editorial deadline – 14th April
- Technology: Drilling
- Special Report: Geoscience
- Sector Report: Downhole Technology
- Focus: Subsea
- Future of Oil & Gas
- Unconventional resources
- Decommissioning
- Regional Report: Brazil
- **Bonus distribution at:** Brazil Offshore, MIOGE, OGA, World Petroleum Congress and EAGE

**Q3**

**AUTUMN 2017**
- Editorial deadline – 14th July
- Technology: Geoscience
- Special Report: Offshore operations
- Sector Report: LNG
- Focus: Subsea innovation
- Research & Development
- Communications
- Regional Report: Middle East
- **Bonus distribution at:** OTC Brazil, KOGS, ADIPEC, Offshore Europe

**Q4**

**WINTER 2017**
- Editorial deadline – 14th October
- Technology: Pipelines
- Special Report: OG Business
- Sector Report: Downhole Technology
- Focus: Pipelines
- Autonomous operations
- Environment & safety
- Regional Report: Australasia
- **Bonus distribution at:** AOG, Offshore Pipeline, Petrotech India and Energy Mexico

**Special editions**
- OTC Special – Editorial deadline 10th March
- ADIPEC special – Editorial deadline 31st September
RATE CARD FOR THE COMBINED GROWTH MARKET EXPOSURE

YOUR GROWTH MARKET MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE INCLUDES:

- Formidable exposure to decision makers and specifiers in the world’s fastest growing energy markets with the most targeted approach
- Your copy translated into Portuguese, Russian, Chinese, Arabic and Spanish
- Direct access to a geographically targeted audience with a respected and high profile platform
- Your press releases and technical stories promoted on our website and social media channels
- Bonus distribution at major oil and gas events, conferences, trade shows and seminars in all the targeted regions -please ask for up to date list

RATES FOR COMBINED PACKAGE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate Type</th>
<th>GBP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Page</td>
<td>8,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Page</td>
<td>5,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Cover</td>
<td>11,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Front/Back</td>
<td>8,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Page</td>
<td>8,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inserts, Tip-Ons, Bellywraps</td>
<td>Contact us for a quote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can also book single country issue insertions only, at the rates of:

- £3800 full page, £2150 half page
- or, for 4 insertions, £2900 x 4 full page or £1800 x 4 half page
E-mail marketing offers a targeted, quick deployment to reach a specified audience and is an ideal method of connecting companies to growth markets on a one to one basis.

**Features:**
- Instant coverage to selected target region
- Promote your company for profiling or branding, product launches or the product catalogue overall, company news or trade event activities, success stories, new office, service centre or factory openings, job openings, invite recipients to seminars or special events etc.
- Content is set by you and the message you want to get across at the specified time

Cost for standard package: GBP £500 per 1000 recipients. Minimum order £2000. There may be higher costs associated with specific requests.

Translation can be provided if you want to reach a specific country/region only at GBP £70 per HTML
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